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DISCLAIMER 

 

This white paper is for informational purposes only. The details of the technical information 

contained herein are subject to change as the development process progresses. No part of this 

document is legally binding or enforceable, nor is it meant to be. Please do not duplicate or 

disseminate this document or any part thereof without this disclaimer attached. 

For more information, please contact: info@uct.foundation 
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1.0 Executive Summary 

1.1 Background 

The emergence of IoT and evaluation of supply chain 

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is a new generation network of computing systems, objects and 

machines connected by sensors/devices with detection capabilities. Without human 

intervention, sensors in the IoT can automatically collect and analyse information, thereby 

enabling communication among all objects in the network. 

 

The supply chain is a complex system of relationships which consists of logistics, 

communication, capital flow and other factions, supplier connections, manufacturers, 

distributors, retailers, and users in various industries. Supply chain, as a natural component of 

the IoT ecosystem, requires better management and value transfer mechanism to achieve self-

optimisation in each link and node in the chain. 

In 2017 China’s logistics and supply chain market will be about 265 trillion yuan. In the next 

five years, China’s logistics and supply chain services’ market value compound growth rate 

will remain ~10%. By 2020, China's logistics and supply chain service market value will 

reach 321 trillion yuan, by 2023, the market value is expected to reach 378 trillion yuan. 

As the market increases in size, the problems inherent in the supply chain become 

increasingly obvious. Blockchain technology can be used as an auxiliary tool for large-scale 

production and, furthermore, IoT supply chain management. The decentralised aspect of 

blockchain technology enables data to be freely transparent between various stakeholders, 

thus improving supply chain efficiency. 

 

IDC forecasts that the world market for IoT solutions will grow from $1.9 trillion in 2013 to 

$7.1 trillion in 2020. IoT device shipments will reach 6.7 billion in 2019 at a CAGR of 61%. 

Additionally, the McKinsey Global Institute estimated that by 2025, the economic impact of 

IoT application could reach $3.9 to $11.1 trillion. 

According to GSMA's report "How China Is Scaling the Internet of Things", China is the 

world's largest M2M (Machine to Machine) market with 74 million M2M connections and 

has since become the global leader in the deployment of IoT. 

1.2 The Problems 

1.2.1 The Traditional Supply Chain 

Traditional supply chains have adopted a culture of fixed and closed linear thinking. Thus 

they suffer from low information transparency, slow response times as well as a lack of 

cooperation between parties. Thus, it is under these circumstances that enterprises and brand 

owners find it difficult to focus on and cater to the needs of the end consumers thus putting a 

detrimental toll on business development and market share expansion. 

Additionally, businesses with traditional supply chains have the convention of setting aside 

safety stock in order to minimise risk due to uncertainties. This means an excess of resource 

(including raw materials, parts and products) being used and wasted which then leads to 

increased costs as well as damages to the environment. 
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Figure 1 – The traditional supply chain's information sharing system 

1.2.2 The Current Status Quo of IoT Systems 

Furthermore, the current status quo for IoT cannot effectively solve aforementioned  problems 

in the traditional supply chain as current IoT systems are built around a centralised 

architecture and thus all devices and machinery are deployed through centralised servers. 

With the rapid expansion of the IoT network, billions of nodes comprised of sensors and 

devices have joined the network, increasing the complexity of the entire network. It is, 

therefore, becoming more and more expensive to maintain an infrastructure sustained by 

centralised servers. Moreover, as the number of devices increases, so does the chance of fraud 

and malicious attacks. 

As such, if the status quo continues as it is, huge potential system problems will only continue 

to surface and be exacerbated with disastrous consequences (e.g. low security, compromised 

information and user data, and privacy). Therefore, UCOT combines blockchain technology 

with an IoT system to move forward from the current expensive centralised architecture to a 

decentralised distributed autonomous ecosystem. This will improve information transparency, 

ensure safe and stable data storage as well as enhance trust between all stakeholders and 

parties. UCOT thus uses this fusion of blockchain and IoT technology to create an innovative 

solution that not only optimises but revolutionises the current state of the supply chain 

industry. 
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Figure 2 – A supply chain system using UCOT’s decentralised blockchain and IoT solution 

 

Through the use of 5G, IoT and blockchain technology, UCOT is committed to building an 

integrated traceability ecosystem and, furthermore, an efficient and short supply chain. Under 

such an ecosystem, the traditional supply chain industry will simplify itself and become 

decentralised. The distance between the manufacture and the consumer will then be 

significantly reduced with the direct interaction with its links in the supply chain and peer to 

peer transmission of information. Furthermore, by shortening the supply chain, Manufacturers 

can directly understand and cater towards consumer needs, preferences and opinions. Thus, 

products and services can be provided efficiently, transparently and at lower costs to satisfy 

consumers. 

1.2.2 The New Digital Age 

In recent years, there has been a growth in paranoia and distrust amongst consumers. 

* Deepfakes and AI 

* fake news: fake plastic seaweed thing https://qz.com/934038/in-china-fake-news-about-

food-goes-viral-because-people-find-it-hard-to-trust-anyone/ 

* blockchain data recognised in courts of law in china, US and hopefully more 

 

1.2.3 Industry-Specific Problems 

UCOT’s traceability ecosystem is comprehensive and can be used to effectively address the 

pain points of many industries including medicine, logistics, agriculture, seafood and fresh 

produce, certification and high art. 

Pharmaceutical Industry 

According to the World Health Organization, counterfeit drugs account for 10% of the 

pharmaceuticals market, while data from developing countries shows an amount close to 30% 

thus posing a serious threat to the health and safety of patients, worldwide. According to 

Havocscope, the counterfeit drugs industry is the biggest in the black market and is worth 

$200 billion. 

https://qz.com/934038/in-china-fake-news-about-food-goes-viral-because-people-find-it-hard-to-trust-anyone/
https://qz.com/934038/in-china-fake-news-about-food-goes-viral-because-people-find-it-hard-to-trust-anyone/
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The pharmaceutical industry has strict requirements and regulations for the storage, 

transportation and use of medical drugs. Violating these requirements and regulations will 

cause serious medical incidents. Additionally, the case of medical drugs brings about a set of 

technical difficulties in supervising the process as well as difficulties in using ordinary 

methods for verification. UCOT’s traceability system, built using IoT and blockchain, enables 

real-time supervision of procurement, transportation, storage and usage. While tracking the 

circulation of medicines, automation reports and a warning system is put in place thus greatly 

reducing legal consequences and medical incidents. The system also ensures that the cause of 

any problems can be traced back and thus identified.  

Logistics Industry 

The logistics industry is a relatively mature industry with low-entry barriers and large 

competition. The industry lacks transparency and any effective communication method, and it 

is difficult to establish a credit and accountability system. It is also imperative that the 

circulation of good is tracked effectively as the industry often involves a large number of 

overseas deliveries.   

The pain points of road transportation in the traditional logistics industry are mainly 

reflected in three aspects: distrust, less safety and high cost. 

• Distrust: 

o Delay in payment → Temporary price change, default, refusal to pay 

o Information asymmetry → faked supply numbers, difficulty in receiving goods, 

chaotic pricing 

o Lack of logistics monitoring → goods and fuel theft, unnecessary detours 

• Less security: 

o Lack of alarm system, insurance mechanism → compromising goods, fuel, 

personal safety 

• High cost: 

o Charges from the main cargo → complicated process, delivery cost transfer, 

limited order quantity 

Seafood and Fresh Produce & Cold Chain Transportation 

There are many concerns within the seafood and fresh produce industry not limited to: 

• Primitive sale processes 

• High volumes of waste and loss during circulation 

• A lack of information transparency and miscommunication 

• Prone to vicious competition.  

Additionally, due to the complex nature of trans-regional transportation, after goods have 

been determined to be problematic, it is difficult to find parties responsible for any 

operational breaches.  

UCOT’s solution addresses the above issues through constant monitoring of the products’ 

environment during storage and transportation. By analysing this data, a new level of 
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information transparency is achieved which means that wastage and quality deterioration can 

be severely reduced. This also ensures that the produce is safe to eat and remains delicious.  

Wine industry 

The competition in the wine industry is fierce thus the brand’s influence and reputation are 

crucial. Firstly, wine frauds are increasing in numbers and have formed their own industrial 

supply chain. Simultaneously, due to the strict and complex requirements of wine production, 

packaging and storage, the wine industry’s supply chain is vulnerable to the exploitation of 

management loopholes. Although some enterprises have begun to adopt traceability solutions, 

the current solutions are not comprehensive enough to wholly address the industries’ pain 

points. Using a fusion of advanced blockchain and IoT technology, UCOT’s solution can 

track the circulation of wine by monitoring environmental conditions, find any management 

loopholes and weak links, and corporate management efficiency, thus helping wine 

companies earn more market share. 

Agriculture 

In agriculture, a number of problems cause poor sales: 

• Lack of communication channels 

• Product homogeneity causes the competitive to be especially fierce thus brand 

reputation is crucial 

• Quality control standards are inconsistent 

• Productivity is reduced 

UCOT’s traceability ecosystem can record all agricultural product data and upload it to the 

blockchain. This achieves traceability and information transparency for the whole process of 

products and transactions thus ensuring clear communication channels between the 

production end and the sales end. By using the big data analysis reports issued from UCOT, 

the agriculture producers and enterprises can clearly understand the consumers' preferences, 

the requirements of nutrient elements, etc., and thus provide targeted agricultural products, 

develop branding and obtain more profit. 

High Art 

As a highly valued and unique sector, the high art sector has a fraudulent industrial chain. 

Therefore, to ensure the authenticity of artworks, data, such as professional identification 

skills and equipment, auction circulations, art transaction times and collection period, needs to 

be clear. UCOT’s traceability solution achieves the authentication of artworks and ensures the 

safe and tamper-resistant storage of artwork information to protect the interests of the art 

collector. 

 

 

UCOT’s direct market involves industries that urgently need traceability solutions and all the 

suppliers and distributors in the supply chain including warehousing, logistics, retailers and 

consumers. Currently UCOT is involved in milk powder and agricultural products, medicine, 

alcohol and luxury goods. UCOT will be effectively targeting their intended customers and 

market and strive to take the lead in the new digital age’s market after the blockchain and 

Industry 5.0 revolution.  
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1.3 The Solution 

1.3.1 Blockchain 

The Blockchain is one of the most disruptive innovations since the invention of the Internet. 

Simply put, Blockchain is a decentralized distributed cryptographic (hashed) ledger with a 

digital log that can record state changes and transactions that are sharable across public or 

private network. 

The upgrading and maintenance of distributed ledger is achieved through a network of nodes 

with each node executing and recording the same transaction history. The transactions within 

a specified period of time on blockchain will be time stamped and grouped into blocks, each 

of which is identified and verified by a unique hash value that is generated via a 

cryptography-based hash algorithm. Then, the blocks will form a linear sequence, where each 

block refers to the hash of the previous block, creating a chain of blocks called the blockchain 

(Figure-3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The following features of Blockchain can be used to reshape IoT ecosystem: 

The following characteristics can reshape and revolutionise the current IoT ecosystem: 

• Distributed public/private ledger and decentralized peer-to-peer network can eliminate 

the incidence of single point failure; 

• Transactions need to be verified by the nodes in the network to solve the problem of 

centralization; 

• Once a transaction record is generated, it exists in a blockchain that cannot be altered 

or forged and can be audited at any time. 

• Automating the traceability of product along the supply chain; 

• Provide better protection for data transferred across physical devices in the IoT. 

1.4 The Outlook 

1.4.1 The IoT market 

Since 2017, China’s IoT market has been expanding rapidly. By 2017, the scale of China's 

Internet of Things market has exceeded one trillion, and by 2022 the industry market is 

expected to reach 1.8 trillion yuan, which is then expected to increase by 13% annually. of 

Figure 3 – Blockchain schematic 
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China's IoT market has also become increasingly more diverse which means that the 

industry's ecosystem has gradually improved, and innovations in sub-sectors have emerged. 

IoT’s application is growing in numbers in the fields of transportation, logistics, 

environmental protection, medical care, security, and electricity generation. The three main 

applications of IoT will be for improving supply chain productivity, creating smarter cities 

and providing for consumer demands.    

 

 

Figure 4 – Industry value predictions for China's IoT Industry 2017-2020 

Thus, the current opportunities for IoT will be driven by a demand for upgrades, especially 

that of empowering traditional industries as well as consumer-oriented applications.  

1.4.2 The Wine Industry and others 

IoT will transform the entire process of industrial R&D, manufacturing, management, and 

services and thus empower retail, agriculture, and transportation industries. Within them, IoT 

will change the application model of traditional supply chains, especially in global trade. With 

the rapid increase in the annual output of red wine in the country, consumers' demand for 

traceability of wine will inevitably increase sharply, and, especially in China, the problem of 

“fake wine” is particularly prominent. UCOT’s solution will disrupt current supply chain 

standards by establishing a new level of information transparency with clear accountability. 

Wine can be directed traced back to its source thus preventing “fake wine” from flowing into 

the Chinese market. UCOT’s IoT solutions will also provide new and innovative applications  

in the supply chain of luxury goods, medicine, high-end art, fresh food and other agricultural 

products. 
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Figure 5 – Annual global wine production 2017-2020 

 

1.4.3 Electronic Certification Industry  

Along with the development of the IoT industry, consumer oriented IoT sales have grown 

rapidly.  In 2017, global consumer oriented IoT sales were at $485.9 billion with an annual 

increase of 29.5, and, for the first time, surpassed global smartphone sales. It is estimated that 

global consumer oriented IoT sales will reach 1.0689 trillion yuan in 2020, and its sales will 

reach about 2 times that of smartphones. At the same time, the market scale of the electronic 

certification industry is also growing rapidly. It is expected to reach 54.839 billion yuan in 

2022. The demand for electronic certification is huge. Internet of Things along with 

blockchain’s tamper-resistant property can be applied to the electronic certification to 

comprehensively address the industry’s problems. 

 

Figure 6 – Predicted values for China's electronic certification industry 2017-2022 
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1.4.4 Logistics industry  

Intelligent logistics has achieved substantial progress in the commercialization path. It mainly 

includes logistics data, logistics cloud and logistics equipment. In 2018, the smart logistics 

market has exceeded 400 billion yuan. It is estimated that by 2025, the smart logistics market 

will exceed one trillion yuan. With the development of technologies that Industry 5.0 is 

bringing about, such as IoT and AI, requirements demands for smarter logistics in the fields 

of new retail and smart manufacturing will increase. Thus, the scale of the logistics market 

will also continue to expand. 

 

1.5 UCOT’s Mission 

The core team of UCOT envisions an era of “Ultimate Supply of Every Chain, Smart Internet 

of Every Thing."  

UCOT has already anchored a few business clients who share the same vision as the team and 

are willing to join the ecosystem to build the ecosystem jointly and leverage the UCOT 

platform to increase the operational efficiency of their supply chain and accelerate the 

intelligence of the IoT, including the Six Avenue Group of Australia, which owns the best 

cross-border supply chain between Australia and China and operates an e-commerce platform 

with annual sales volume of hundreds of millions (in RMB). They hope to further upgrade 

their cross-border supply chain through the UCOT solution and quickly extend their 

advantages to other international online shopping markets such as Japan, South Korea and the 

United States. UCOT’s solutions and applications also help agriculture, rapidly growing 

industries and head enterprises upgrade their supply chains and thus reduce corporate costs, 

improve productivity and efficiently as well as gain more market share. UCOT will continue 

to innovate in the mindset of information transparency and to develop applications of IoT in 

various industries.  
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2.0 UCOT’s Ecosystem 

The UCOT Ecosystem is comprised of community, enterprise users, and customers. With the 

development of UCOT, more and more business users and customers and other parties will 

join the ecosystem. 

UCOT will open an inter-enterprise information exchange which will achieve beneficial 

ecological interactions for purposes of resource integration and mutual benefit. UCOT will 

also provide BaaS and BTaaS services to help enterprises get access to this exchange easily 

and quickly. UCOT’s ecosystem is to be built by its users.  The majority of enterprise 

customers (suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, governments, environmental 

protection, quality control, etc.) will be attracted with the influence of members of the 

platform, low-cost promotion strategies, as well as UCOT’s own blockchain designed for this 

purpose. UCOT’s ecosystem also allows for additional applications such as digital marketing 

and big data analysis through continuous software updates of UCOT products.  

 

 

2.1 Community 

UCOT's community includes core development teams, full nodes (industrial regulator, 

enterprises), light nodes (wholesalers, retailers), and browser users (retailers, customers). 

 

The criteria for determining whether a community is successful or not depends on the 

following: 

• Successfully build a decentralized peer-to-peer system, reach the goal of minimum 

costs, privacy protection and long-term sustainability, while realising users’ data 

autonomy; 

• Create a more efficient market for real-time data based on physical assets and services 

based on new risk assessment method and in a trustless environment; 

• Design for more meaningful, user-experience-driven smart network solution. 

 

 

2.2 Core products and incubated projects 

2.2.1 Introduction 

UTMS is a management platform with diverse applications and uses. The UTMS page is 

minimalistic, easy to operate and enables fast data uploading. It is the ultimate real-time truth-

seeking management platform. 

UTracer provides convenient traceability to customers in the form of a mobile app which 

scans smart labels to get reliable and accurate traceability results in real time.  

The UCerti program creates a new standard for the notarisation of a variety of documents not 

limited to graduation certificates, official transcripts and legal documents. The contents of the 

certificate cannot be tampered with thus guaranteeing its authenticity.  
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UPhoto is a photo manager utilising blockchain technology so that every photo as well as its 

metadata (time, location etc.) is tamperproof after the initial upload. 

UTracker is a 5G-IoT combination device. The device is compact and light, and it can be 

monitored in real time through 5G. The device can monitor environmental factors, such as 

temperature, in real time. This data allows more information transparency on both ends with 

the traceability process being visualised which allows for new standards for transportation and 

storage methods.  

2.2.2 UTracer 

 

Figure 7 – UTracer's UI 

The UTracer app is UCOT’s world-leading authentic traceability mobile platform built using 

a fusion of IoT and blockchain technology. Through the fusion of blockchain technology and 

advanced smart IoT devices, UTracer achieves real-time traceability with counterfeiting and 

reliable information. 

All product information can be checked via the UTracer app or website (using NFC tags 

and/or QR codes) to monitor the product journey through supply chain circulation. 

Information and data include details about the origin, production batch, production date, 

traceability trajectory etc. 

The whole process can be traced back with each unit’s unique smart label. The authenticity of 

the product can be traced and verified through the blockchain thus protecting the safety of the 

consumers. 
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2.2.3 UCOT Traceability Management System (UTMS) 

 

Figure 8 – UTMS's interface 

UTMS is UCOT’s world-leading enterprise management system built with IoT and 

blockchain enabling authenticity and traceability. 

UTMS integrates advanced 5G-IoT communication with blockchain technology to manage 

custom smart IoT devices. By using UCOT’s dynamic, anti-counterfeiting smart tags for each 

product with UTMS, the product is digitised. The supply chain’s process and journey are fully 

recorded and uploaded onto the blockchain. Each unit has a unique fingerprint in its smart tag 

and can be tracked in real-time. 

UTMS ensures production flow information is accurate and reliable. Data security is 

guaranteed. Real-time monitoring directly finds any error within the process with cross-border 

goods. 

By applying anti-counterfeiting traceability to everyday life, UTMS solves consumer trust 

issues from its roots and allows for complete transparency from the manufacturer to the 

consumer. 

2.2.4 UCerti 

 

Figure 9 – UCerti 

UCerti creates new standards for certificate notarisation and anti-counterfeiting.  

Each certificate under the UCerti program contains an NFC chip with a globally unique 

fingerprint. All electronic data is recorded on the blockchain for encrypted permanent storage 
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and cannot be tampered with. In addition to the electronic data security, the chip is embedded 

in custom multi-layer security paper. The NFC tag differs from ordinary NFC tags in that it 

cannot be copied and upon physical tampering, it is destroyed. Users can verify the certificate 

anytime and anywhere along with other functions such as a quick and easy application for re-

issuing as well as support for multiple languages.  

2.2.5 UTracker 

 

 

Figure 10 – UTracker 

UTrackers are leading precision monitoring and real-time data-uploading IoT devices which 

combines M2M (machine-to-machine) communication technology with 5G. The IoT device 

can detect temperature, humidity, acceleration, light-intensity and other environmental 

information, and upload it to the blockchain of the project in real time through M2M 

communication technology. Thus, data support is provided for subsequent real-time analysis, 

intelligent decision making, and comprehensive optimisation. It also enables complete trust 

between stakeholders in any part of the supply chain. It can be used in coffee machines, 

logistics pallets, asset management, etc. 

2.2.6 UPhoto 

 

Figure 11 – UPhoto's interface 
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UPhoto is an authoritative tool for resource protection and dispute resolution. It is a 

decentralised application powered by UCOT’s blockchain technology. This means that users 

interact directly with the blockchain, rather than relying on a third party to handle their 

information. Utilising the latest smart contract technology, UPhoto achieves complete 

verification of digital files. 

Upon capture, UPhoto creates a fingerprint of the digital file which is uploaded directly to the 

blockchain. The information once uploaded to the blockchain is non-refutable, ensuring 

complete security and legal merit of the electronic evidence.  

The characteristics of the blockchain will also ensure the user’s memorable moments are 

recorded and preserved forever. 

2.3 UCOT’s Supply Chain Management Principles & Ecosystem 

 

There is a growing demand for more transparency from brands, manufacturers, and 

distributors throughout the supply chain due to the increasing number of false and lost 

products. The consumer, most importantly, wants to know the authenticity of the product as 

well as other information such as the raw materials, production date and location, and the 

storage method and transportation process. To address this market demand, UCOT uses 

advance 5G-IoT technology with blockchain technology to create a smart IoT ecosystem to 

allow completely transparent information sharing in the supply chain system thus enabling 

complete product control and traceability. This authenticity and transparency have its mutual 

benefits for both the consumer and the manufacturer thus creating a win-win situation. 

2.3.1 Production Control 

Under UCOT’s smart IoT ecosystem, UPhoto devices will be deployed in the production floor 

to automatically upload production information to UTMS.  UPhoto is used to capture the 

manufacturing process and record its conditions. Smart contracts set parameters for the 

manufacturing process therefor if improper or erroneous operations occur, the system’s alarm 

will be triggered. This alerts personnel to improve operation procedures and enable any 

emergency response plans. Additionally, images of the production process are uploaded to the 

blockchain so that users of the UTracer app can get a clear understanding of the product’s 

journey and use the product with confidence.  

2.3.2 Traceability perception 

One of the main functions of UCOT’s ecosystem is to be able to trace the origin of the 

product. This function is mainly managed by UTMS. To retrieve full product information, the 

manufacture is required to register onto the UTMS. Upon completion of registration and an 

approval process, each unit under the manufacturer receives a unique product number. 

Through 5G-IoT and blockchain technology, UCOT encrypts the basic information of the 

goods in the blockchain and gives each product a key control point which clarifies the parties 

responsible for each link. The UTMS also has a commodity control mode with records and 

traces of the production process. This mode ensures that all aspects of production, 

transportation, storage and distribution is transparent for each product, such that each 

transaction in the distributor network can be verified.  

Furthermore, the condition of the goods during transit can also be monitored with use of 

UTracker. By using M2M communication technology with 5G, UTracker accurate monitors 

environmental factors (e.g. the temperature, humidity, acceleration, light intensity) uploads 

this data in real-time to the blockchain. This provides data for subsequent real-time analysis, 
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smarter and well-informed decision-making for the optimisation of productivity as well as 

other supporting services.  

 

Consumers can finally use the UTracer app with the smart label on the product packaging to 

retrieve basic product information and understand its journey. Consumers can then use the 

UCOT ecosystem to actively reflect their needs and preferences of their products. 

 

2.3.3 Product Certification 

UCOT’s ecosystem establishes complete transparency and authenticity by verifying products’ 

physical attributes, evaluating the authenticity and identity, and issuing certification to protect 

consumers from counterfeits. It does this by collecting data from multiple parties and 

stakeholders and setting up automatic smart contracts 

The authentication function in the UCOT ecosystem is mainly implemented by UCerti. Its 

certification functions include: 

• Verifying the authenticity of goods 

• Quality control reports 

• Certification of important documents and materials (such as graduation certificate 

certification 

The principle is to use the blockchain technology to add a globally unique code and smart 

anti-counterfeiting chip to each certificate. Forgery is thus effectively reduced since the 

certificate issued by UCOT uses custom multi-layered security paper with embedded dynamic 

anti-counterfeiting NFC chips. 

2.4 Industry Applications 

2.4.1 General Application  

The following is a general breakdown showing how multiple industries can leverage the 

UCOT Blockchain platform in remodelling their supply chain. We will show how the original 

supply chain certification and audit process are revitalised on the new platform for efficient 

implementation. There are four participating parties in this breakdown: 

• Manufacturers (pharmaceutical laboratories and pharmaceutical companies) 

• Quality control agencies 

• Warehousing, logistics, dealers and retailors  

• Consumers 

The Manufacturer 

A configuration of UPhoto will monitor and record the manufacturing process and 

environment (temperature, pressure, etc). During production, smart contracts are programmed 

to set parameters so that operational data and results are immediately online. This ensures that 

all processes are well documented and ensures that all information is completely transparent 

from the very beginning of the supply chain. An emergency protocol is activated if an 

incident occurs in any of the links in the supply chain. 
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During packaging, UCOT’s smart labels, containing a globally unique fingerprint for each 

unit, are placed on each product through assembly line equipment. The label contains all the 

information about the product including its environment, shelf life, production time etc. 

UCOT provides 5G-IoT equipment for enterprises which are installed at the time of shipment 

and allows real-time monitoring of the products’ entire journey. This data is encrypted and 

stored in the blockchain thus ensuring the safety of the products and reducing human error 

and interference. Furthermore, all this data that is collected during the supply chain process is 

accessible via the UTMS which makes it convenient for manufacturers to access big data 

reports. 

Quality Control 

The quality control link is crucial in the supply chain. UCOT supports this part of the process 

by recording any botched or sub-standard operations and unconditionally disclosing it to the 

drug regulatory authorities of the respective countries. Upon serious and/or continuous 

breaches, the system automatically revokes the enterprise’s GMP certificate thus putting 

production to a halt. Thus, this system gives enterprises and brands credibility with its 

information transparency which will revolutionise current standards and developments in the 

industry. 

Warehousing, logistics, dealers, retailers 

Both UCOT’s handset and UTracker will provide information on warehousing and 

distribution operation which includes images and storage environment conditions respectively. 

All this data will be encrypted and stored in the blockchain. If any breach occurs, the system’s 

alarm will be triggered immediate. Staff can access any uploaded data and monitor the whole 

operation on UTMS. 

Consumers 

Consumers can use the UTracer app to trace the source of the product and provide immediate 

feedback. This feedback is directly accepted by the manufacturer. Both parties can verify that 

the information and quality of the goods are the same on both sides. By joining UCOT’s 

community, consumers can also anonymously provide information such as preferences and 

demographics in exchange for a more optimised and personal experience. 

2.4.2 Specific Industry Applications 

The following describes modifications of the general solution (described in 2.4.1) for all 

industries and products that UCOT is specifically targeting.  

Baby Formula Industry 

In addition to the solution described in 2.4.1, other conditions can be monitored such as 

humidity of the environment, the health conditions of the cows as well as the nutritional value 

of all the raw materials.  

Wine Industry 

In addition to the solution described in 2.4.1, other variable conditions can be monitored such 

as the growth of the raw materials via images as well as the conditions during the 

fermentation process, bottling etc.  
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Pharmaceuticals 

UCOT provides a specific solution to the medical and pharmaceutical industry, which 

monitors the entire production and supply process and records data on the blockchain to 

prevent it from being tampered with, effectively countering counterfeit drugs on the market.  

For high-end drugs, it is difficult to monitor and control the transportation due to the critical 

conditions that the drugs must be kept in. UCOT’s smart labels can track the positioning, and 

can also sense the temperature, humidity, pressure and other factors to solve the pain points of 

the medical supply chain and ensure the quality of the medicine when it reaches the consumer. 

Additionally, UTMS can be connected to patients’ medical records, which can be uploaded to 

the blockchain. This reduces incidents, medical disputes as prescriptions and records are 

protected from omissions and human error. Thus, data integrity and accuracy can be ensured 

while enhancing trust between healthcare providers and patients. 

 

Logistics Industry 

A new generation logistics system, which is based on blockchain and IoT, can help establish a 

traceability system for the logistics system providing real time cargo tracking, administration 

reduction and increase in transparency. Blockchain technology can be also applied to air 

transport and maritime logistics as well as other fields such as traceable technology for 

shipping and integrated logistics. Through smart contract, cargo circulation can be sped up 

and further reduce docking time at terminals or airports. Additionally, blockchain’s tamper-

resistant characteristic can give logistics companies an edge in production and transportation. 

UCOT provides a new intelligent logistics solution that links the upstream and downstream of 

the supply chain to open a sustainable business ecosystem. 

 

The receiving party creates an order through UTMS, and the system will open the cargo 

location tracking right after the payment is successful. After the goods are received, UTMS 

can then be used to confirm the goods have entered the inventory. They can continue to carry 

out inventory checks throughout the journey 

 

After the cargo owner confirms and manages the order information through UTMS, they can 

select the logistics carrier company to carry out cargo transportation within the platform.  

 

The carrier receives the shipping order through the system and assigns the order to the 

resident driver. Drivers who are picking up the orders can be monitored and thus reduce the 

idle time. Through the special smart IoT equipment, the status of the goods can be monitored 

in real time, reducing any risk during transit. The system provides a variety of services such 

as truck fuel quantity monitoring, insurance, ETA etc., effectively reducing administration of 

logistics companies. 

 

Cold Chain Transportation 

UCOT records cargo information in real time and submits it to the blockchain through a 

special chip that can detect environmental factors (such as temperature, humidity and air 

pressure) ensuring that the data is transparent and tamper resistant. When the product is 

damaged due to any environmental factors, an alarm will be triggered to prevent any further 
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losses. The party responsible for the damage/loss can also be easily held accountable. With 

the help of smart contracts, the equipment provided by UCOT can automatically trigger an 

insurance claim mechanism, eliminating the need for a lengthy process of backtracking and 

resolving disputes in traditional operations. 

 

Additionally, cold chain transport companies can use the transparent characteristics of 

blockchain technology to share their carrier capacity with other customers thus optimising the 

usage of cold chain logistics resources. 

 

Agriculture 

UCOT transforms agricultural production with a smart solution using IoT and blockchain 

technology. 

UCOT utilises automation to increase efficiency through the IoT technology. UCOT first uses 

NFC, RFID and other technologies to accurately locate agricultural products such as livestock 

and trees. UCOT uses a variety of IoT smart devices to collect agricultural production data 

such as moisture, temperature, humidity and light intensity. 

The web console designed by UCOT can display data, has an alarm and warning system as 

well as support for third party APIs. The UCOT Agricultural Console also provides custom 

rules to link agricultural production data with smart agricultural equipment to automate 

processes such as irrigation, time lapsing, fertilisation and pest control. 

UCOT's IoT-blockchain smart agriculture platform preserves agricultural production data 

with blockchain technology, and can reliably share all production data both agricultural 

companies and consumers for transparency.  
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3.0 UCOT’s Ecosystem Development 

3.1 Conceptual Framework & Design Concept 

3.1.1 Background 

In the past, the traditional supply chain has been managed by manual paper passing. Recent 

tracing technologies use bar code or QR code labels, which can be easily copied. RFID, 

though technically improved, can still be copied or stripped off and reused by dishonest 

operators or intermediate merchants, leading to proliferation of counterfeit products. 

Moreover, all of these labels or tags have to be handled manually or pass through a narrow 

reader gate in the case of RFID.  Therefore, they cannot actively sense the environment or 

physical locations, and therefore are unable to provide a comprehensive view of the handling 

and movement of goods. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) enables real-time tracking of items in the supply chain and is 

poised to transform our lives and unleash enormous economic benefit. However, inadequate 

data security and trust are severely limiting its adoption currently. These challenges can be 

overcome by Blockchain – a distributed ledger that cannot be tampered with. 

UCOT aims to develop a smart IoT security ecosystem based on blockchain technology to 

improve supply chain traceability, so as to enable secure data acquisition, tamper-resistant 

storage, and trusted data sharing throughout supply chains. 

 

3.1.2 Design Overview 

UCOT can be applied to the next generation of digitalised supply chain, as shown in Figure-8, 

where the blockchain-based IoT can track the supply chain logistics and use smart contracts to 

manage commercial transactions while implementing commodity logistics management. All 

the data are shared in a secure and trusted manner throughout the supply chain. 

 

Figure 12 – Blockchain-based IoT Supply Chain 

 

In summary, 
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• Within the physical space of supply chain, we develop a blockchain-based smart IoT 

platform, where the smart goods can autonomously communicate and interact with the 

nodes in supply chain to ensure the traceability and tamper-resistance of the source 

information of goods via blockchain technology. 

• Within the financial space of supply chain, we automate the business process with 

smart contracts, so the smart goods can autonomously initiate payments with real-time 

flow of the physical goods. 

• The collected data is shared among the business entities across the supply chain 

through a Node.js-based web service backend by calling Web3 JavaScript API. The 

backend can communicate with local nodes via this Web3 API so the data stored in 

pre-built smart contracts are shared across the whole blockchain in the manner of 

“RPCcall”。 

• The business entities can build traditional database at the edge of blockchain if the 

information stored on the blockchain needs to be stored elsewhere for further purposes. 

Data Retrieving/Creation under CRUD model, for instance, might become one of the 

most significant bottlenecks of pure blockchain database (Note that C-Create, R-

Retrieve, U-Update, D-Delete. In blockchain-based platform, U and D are usually not 

used). Thus, the traditional database, instead, can be used to handle this problem by 

replacing blockchain at the edge of blockchain network, so as to improve the 

efficiency of interactive data processing between App service and blockchain, as 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

The design of these structures predicts the basis for the formation of a new trade ecosystem, 

and takes into account new supply chain financing concepts, including faster transaction 

processing and new liquidity management solutions. 
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3.2 System Architecture 

The UCOT System consists of three layers, from bottom up: the IoT layer, the Blockchain 

layer, and the Service layer, as shown in Figure-8. 

 

Figure 13 – UCOT's system architecture 

 

3.2.1 IoT Layer 

A secure IoT platform is the core part of the IoT layer, which includes following devices: 

a. Embedded IoT tracking devices attached to the goods throughout the supply chain 

with limited power 

b. Fix high-power IoT nodes, e.g. video surveillance cameras 

c. Mobile devices with supply chain Apps installed 

The IoT platform enables supply chain tracking and product provenance traceability. In IoT 

Layer, the applications running on lite embedded devices and the lite mobile devices (as 

shown in Figure-9) are design to be as simple as possible to meet the requirement of resource-

limited devices. The lite embedded device and the lite mobile devices will upload data to the 

blockchain network through the gateway. To be specific, the applications on the lite 

embedded devices can sense the environment and upload the data automatically, while the 

applications on the lite mobile devices will provide  manual updating interfaces. The 

applications use asymmetrical encryption authentication algorithm to sign the collected data 

to ensure tamper-resistance. 

The gateway in the sensory layer, as shown in Figure-9, is in charge of protocol translation, 

account management, device management and security. 
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Figure 14 – IoT layer 

a. The Gateway provides the interface for translating different kinds of communication 

protocols, e.g., UDP and CoAP in NB-IoT devices, to the blockchain network by 

sending transactions. 

b. The Gateway needs to realize the management of accounts and devices. In device 

management, lite devices should obtain the authorization before uploading data to the 

blockchain networks. This component is specially designed for the case that certain 

users use the accounts in the blockchain system to configure the end devices . The 

configuration process is also recorded on the blockchain system. it is noted that the 

identities of end-devices shall correspond to the accounts in the blockchain network. 

The system will be managed based on the accounts rather than the end devices. The 

account management is designed for the devices that have accounts in the blockchain 

network, which can directly upload data as transactions. 

The Gateway should be secured against attacks, e.g., DDoS and exploit. With the help of 

Gateway, the system can support new devices and protocols independent of the core 

blockchain network. 

 

3.2.2 Blockchain Layer 

The blockchain layer will provide a secure and accessible digital ledger to all the stakeholders 

across the supply chain and execute the smart contract to complete the payment. We aim to 

build a blockchain-powered IoT platform that will revolutionize the entire supply chain. 

Smart contracts built on top of the platform will enable faster payment related to supply chain 

flows. 

Combining blockchain with IoT will revolutionise the entire life cycle of supply chain and 

applications and cultivate a positive environment of further development. Just imagine that 

temperature and location sensors can make use of the private/consortium chain to provide 

real-time updates on the status of the food products. Similarly, think about the use of smart 

contracts to exchange insurance and maintenance services to provide real-time information on 

any product. 
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Figure 15 – Tamper-resistant blockchain-based Smart IoT Platform 

3.2.2.1 Design Principles 

The distributed ledger technology based on blockchain rectifies the five key defects of IoT: 

a. In a typical scenario, the blockchain-based distributed ledger can provide trusted 

consensus network, and ownership record, transparency and communication support 

for the IoT. 

b. It should be noted that an architecture of IoT that collects and stores data by a 

relatively-centralised server as the consensus nodes can write the information into 

local ledgers and synchronize with other local ledgers to ensure the security and 

uniqueness of the facts. 

c. Blockchain adds a tamper-resistant timestamp to each block containing transaction 

information for the future use. 

d. Blockchain with high-level encryption technology can solve one of the critical flaws 

of the IoT, that is, the inconsistent security standards. 

e. One of the most important innovations of the blockchain is the digital agreement or 

smart contract, which can be applied to blockchain data in IoT field to implement the 

commercial contracts. 

 

3.2.2.2 Blockchain Architecture 

We will first use Ethereum as the kernel architecture of our blockchain-based IoT network. 

Ethereum is a platform and a "Turing Complete" programming language that enables 

developers to build and release next-generation decentralized applications (DApps). The 

benefit of being compatible with Ethereum is to lay a foundation for the interoperability 

among many other smart contracts running on top of Ethereum platform. 

Firstly, we need to understand the definition of state in Ethereum. Ethereum is an account-

based blockchain consisting of two essential components: 

• Transactions represent state transition functions 
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• The result of these functions can be stored 

A "full/archival" node uses Google LevelDB to store local data, which contains all 

transactions and transaction results for all the blocks. This would include all historical states, 

even those no longer valid or valuable. This allows the client to query the state of blockchain 

at any time in the past without having to re-calculate everything from the beginning. Although 

this will likely require a fairly large storage space, but it is not strictly necessary as 

conceptually blockchain data can include: 

a. Chain Data – the list of blocks forming the chain, meaning that this data is stored on-

chain. Ethereum blockchain includes state roots that store the root hash of the hash 

tree representing the system state at the time the block was generated. 

b. State Data – the result of each transaction's state transition and is stored off-chain (on 

the hard drive of each full/archival node). Therefore, it is usually seen as a local 

database. It is a Merkle Patricia Tree called world state, which consists of a mapping 

from account addresses to state roots that are stored in chain data, where these state 

roots are calculated from individual account balances, account nonce, contract code 

and storage root. Note that the storage root is the root hash of a Merkle Patricia Tree 

with leaves storing the data via current contract code. 

While all chain data will be needed to ensure cryptographic chain-of-custody and that nothing 

has been tampered with, old state data can be discarded (known as "pruning"). This is because 

state data is implicit data. That is, its value is known only from the calculation rather than the 

actual information communicated. By contrast, chain data is explicit and stored as the 

blockchain itself. 

A "light" node only stores chain data. To be specific, only block header is stored in the node. 

It queries the current state of the blockchain by looking up the state root included in chain 

data from other available "full/archival" nodes. Besides, other information such as block body, 

cost, and bloom can be fetched from other available full nodes with light-peer service. This 

allows Ethereum Blockchain to be implemented easily on IoT sensors, smart phones and any 

embedded device and so on. Note that in our environment a light client is implemented on any 

IoT device rather than a full client 

3.2.2.3 Development Tools & Methodology 

A. Development Tools 

a. Runtime Environment  – EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) 

b. Languages – Golang/Nodejs/ Solidity 

c. Command Line Interface (CLI) – Geth 

d. Platforms – Linux, Mac, Windows 

e. Installation – Binary or scripted 

B. Development Methodology 

a. Platform – Mac, Windows. 

b. Install CLI (Command Line Interface) – Geth. 

c. Create a private chain / Testnet on Ethereum. 

http://blog.csdn.net/zslomo/article/details/53434883
http://blog.csdn.net/zslomo/article/details/53434883
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d. Install  Solidity compiler (SolC) through “Chocolatey” (A package manager for 

Windows). 

e. Link SolC in Geth 

f. Develop and execute sample contracts. 

g. Formulate a list of contracts required for IoT supported SCM (Supply Chain 

Management). 

h. Develop smart contracts and test. 

i. Accept “Token” and smart contracts. 

j. Establish interface between smart contracts and API. 

 

 

3.2.2.4 Smart Contracts 

Smart contracts will be built on top of the Blockchain-based IoT platform. The smart 

contracts can validate the delivery of goods and automatically execute token exchanges 

among the parties along the supply chain. Smart contracts can not only define the rules and 

penalties in an agreement in the same way as traditional contracts do, but also automatically 

enforce those obligations. Undeniably, these smart contracts are faster, cheaper, and more 

secure than traditional systems. 

In the scenario of a supply chain, a Smart Contract is a sort of a BoL (Bill of Lading), i.e., a 

ticket that outlines the journey of a product from a manufacturer (seller) to the wholesaler 

(buyer) through a shipper/carrier according to specific terms and conditions.  The Smart 

Contract implements these conditions of the contract and enables token exchanges in response 

to supply chain flows 
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3.3 Product Information  

3.3.1 For the Customer 

Figure-11  shows a sample template of information available to the customer regarding the 

product they ordered at the time of delivery. 

 

Figure 16 – Sample information template available to customers 

3.3.2 For the Stakeholders 

Product information is available to the stakeholders on a need to know basis. 

• Similar to the product information available to a customer, a supplier or a consignee 

may also be able to view some information about the products being sold/bought.  

Figure-12 shows a template of information about a batch of products being sold by a 

supplier.  The supplier can monitor the current location and the temperature of its 

products during transit/shipment.  
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Figure 17 – Batch-wise information available to the Supplier 

 

3.3.3 Instances of Smart Agent (Sensor) Operation 

The likely events/instances in which the smart agents can be activated and send respective 

sensors data to the Blockchain are as follows: 

a. At the time the carrier receives the product. 

b. At each stopover in transit, where the product is placed in a warehouse or storage. 

c. At the destination. 

d. At the time the product is handed over to the consignee. 

e. At the time the product is sold to a retailer. 

f. At the time the product is sold to a customer. 

g. At a specified time, interval. 

 

3.4 Service Layer 

Services are provided through a backend database, front-end web interfaces, and mobile Apps. 

A distributed database will be developed to manage the supply chain data. User account 

management and data access control will be developed, such that digital information along the 

supply chain can be shared among all the participants in a trustful manner. 

The applications on the website and mobile devices provide services to businesses and users 

through the user interfaces. This part can be adjusted according to the business requirements. 

Specifically, the service layer realizes the services, including distributed database, identity (ID) 

management service, Blockchain content access service, token service, data request service, 

data sharing service, and tracking service. 
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Distributed Database 

This layer provides two kinds of data types with different types of access: 

a. Public Data Storage: Data are recorded altogether in a public Blockchain, e.g., 

configurations/requirements of users. 

b. Shared Blockchain Records: Data belongs to a specific group of users and do not open 

to other users. Require specific access control. 

 

There are two types of data with different form and sources:  

IoT Related Data 

There are two kinds of devices that provide raw data: 

1) Data uploaded by lite end-devices with poor computational / communication 

power, e.g., NB-IoT devices in the first-stage system. Data is automatically 

collected or manually uploaded and sent to the Blockchain level through agents. 

These devices do not run Blockchain applications. Authorized users will manage 

these end-devices, and the configuration process of the end-devices is securely 

recorded by another Blockchain-based service (devices management service). 

Although data needs to be processed and secured by an additional process 

(encryption and authentication) before being recorded in the Blockchain, it is 

specifically designed for low-power devices and thus is more flexible. 

2) Data uploaded by high-performance end devices that can run blockchain programs, 

such as a Wi-Fi enabled Raspberry Pi. For such devices, data is collected and 

directly written into the Blockchain in the form of transactions. 

3) We would develop unique ID-based labels/devices. These labels will be attached 

to the units and will send data automatically to the blockchain network. Once the 

label is attached to a product, automatic recording would start, and a random 

number would be allocated to the product. Once the label is peeled off the product, 

the tracking record would end, and the label is waiting to be triggered again by the 

next attachment. The tracking records are recorded in the Blockchain network. The 

ID of the label is unique and permanent in the Blockchain network, and the 

random numbers are used for each tracking process. 
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Figure 18 – Flowchart 

User's Arbitrary Data.    

Users can access to the system and upload data to the Blockchain. The data is bonded 

with each user. This kind of data is in more flexible form and is not limited to sensory 

data. Moreover, the data can be either in plain text or encrypted. 

 

Figure 19 – Flowchart 

3.4.1 Identity Management 

The ID management service corresponds to the account management and device management 

in the lower layers, e.g., creating accounts and updating the accounts of devices. In the 

Blockchain explorer service, users can browse the blocks and transactions in the Blockchain 

records, e.g., the accounts of the transactions, the generation time of the blocks, and the height 

of a block. The crypto-token of the system is realized in the token service. Users can get the 

balance based on their past behaviours and drive their business by spending the crypto-token. 

With data request service, users can define filters and then obtain the required data from the 

Blockchain. The Blockchain system supports complex data sharing business based on 

multilevel permission management. Users can define data sharing strategies according to the 

specific business requirement. In the tracking service, the system will analyse the collected 

data and visualize the result. 
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3.4.2 Access control 

From the perspective of security and privacy, the data on blockchain may include some 

sensitive information such as transaction details and products' location. So, proper encryption 

method should be used here to provide users with a safe, private trading environment. Data 

access control is a method to ensure the accessibility of legal users while protecting data from 

unauthorised users. We use this technique to support hierarchical access control in our design. 

For example, we will be able to track the location information of a product moving from point 

A to B as the original message. The users in the system are divided into different hierarchies 

with different authority. As shown in the simplified three-level structure below, illegal users 

cannot access any information. The lowest level of users only has access to the black line 

segment, which can also be decrypted by users in higher level. The red segment is only visible 

to highest level of users. 

One of the techniques that can realise the hierarchical structure is Attribute-based 

encryption(ABE), which views identity as a set of descriptive attributes. It is a one-to-many 

public key encryption method. This method can not only solve the key distribution problem in 

symmetric encryption, but also share the information that IoT devices captured with various 

users. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Attribute-based encryption 
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4.0 Technical Advantages and Intellectual Property Rights 

The blockchain developed by UCOT adopts the self-developed UxBFT consensus protocol, 

which has the advantages of high efficiency, high capacity and high security. The algorithm 

implements distributed bookkeeping services through a negotiation process between miners 

and is capable of providing performance of 1000 transactions per second for a long period of 

time. This performance can meet the needs of actual IoT applications. In addition, the project 

has designed a multi-chain system architecture that can scale performance across multiple 

chains to meet changing business needs. Regarding the IoT industry, UCOT is the first to use 

IoT devices built with 5G communication technology to directly upload and independently 

send signals to achieve their purposes. At the same time, several scientific papers have been 

published in the industry's top journals on the research results of the aforementioned 

blockchain and IoT. 

 

UCOT’s patent work has steadily advanced through processing and has been based on 

Australian patent applications worldwide to protect UCOT's core chain supply chain business 

solution, which includes blockchain as their core model of combined with a 5G M2M IoT 

systems communications technology and smart labels serviced and implemented through a 

web-based app. Additionally, a patent has been applied for the blockchain layout which has 

applications in various fields including certification and other businesses’ pain points. 

The patent has since been drafted and the application process has been initiated. 

4.1 Adopting Mature Key Technologies 

The project is based on IoT and blockchain, and ultimately delivers services in the form of 

web applications and mobile applications. The key technologies used include the Ethereum 

open source blockchain platform, the Grafana open source data display platform and the 

industry's mature web development technology. The details are as follows: 

4.1.1 Blockchain Platform 

This project has developed its own blockchain based on the Ethereum Blockchain. Ethereum 

is currently the most mature open source and smart contract public blockchain platform. This 

project adopts Ethereum’s P2P network system, transaction and block forwarding in 

blockchain, as well as API and other modules to realise the basic functions of blockchain. The 

platform’s core blockchain consensus algorithm has been tailored to meet business 

requirements. 

4.1.2 Data Service Platform 

The project’s platform for data service is based on Grafana. Grafana is currently the most 

popular time-series data visualisation tool in network architecture and application analysis 

and is widely used in IoT. Grafana provides open source tools and commercially available 

graphical editors, as well as support for multiple data sources. This project will carry out 

secondary development of Grafana according to business needs to display data gathered from 

the IoT units. 

4.1.3 Application Development Technology 

This project uses a fusion of Node.js, Express, React and MySQL to develop web and mobile 

applications. This combination is the mainstream choice in the IT field. Node.js is an open 

source code that can run JavaScript on the server side and provide web services. Express is a 
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flexible Web-based application development framework Node.js platform to help accelerate 

business. React Native is an open source front-end development framework for cross-platform 

mobile development. MySQL is a widely used relational database that uses the standard SQL 

language. 

 

The details are as follows: 

• 5G 

o Working closely with the largest operators in China and Australia, UCOT is 

the first to conduct commercial testing of NB-IoT and Cat-M communication 

solutions using M2M in 5G, in the southern hemisphere. UCOT has access to 

the first implementation of 5G international roaming services. 

o UCOT has deep understanding of 5G business processes and signalling 

processing, and can quickly connect different networks of different operators. 

o UCOT is also the first company to develop 5G extended applications for 

industries. Thus, UCOT has a better foundation for functionality, security and 

stability. 

o UCOT’s IoT technology based in the 5G environment fully meets the 

requirements of industries due to the large connection volume, high reliability 

and real-time performance, low power consumption and deep coverage of the 

Internet. UCOT has the more comprehensive and complete development of the 

Internet of Things technology. 

• Blockchain  

o Our team members here at UCOT have in-depth research background in the 

security, privacy and performance of blockchain, and have published many 

academic papers in their related fields. The team has the ability to solve 

complex application challenges and problems.  

o Based on the classic Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus mechanism, PBFT, the 

original blockchain consensus method UxBFT can stably achieve single-chain 

1000+tps in both normal trading and smart contract execution, and the 

transaction determination time is lower than 20s. 

o A robust and multi-chain-token system that supports a wide range of 

commercial applications and escorts large-scale IoT applications. 

o Aiming at the problem of lack of protection of blockchain data privacy, a data 

encryption and privacy protection system based on ABE (Attribute-based 

Encryption) is proposed. 

o The system of authentic traceability integrated into the blockchain system will 

keep information and data transparent and tamper-resistant thus ensuring the 

safety of users’ personal data and also the reliability and accuracy of the 

tracking data.  

• IoT  

o UCOT can guarantee the security and real-time reliability of IoT data by 

applying the world's most advanced lightweight low-power hardware and 
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mainstream IoT communication protocols, including Huawei NB-IoT and 

eMTC, combined with UCOT’s original blockchain architecture.  UCOT has 

also successfully applied for a number of international technology patents. 

o As a global leader in IoT services, UCOT has been actively pursuing and 

leading new standards and innovative technologies for large-scale IoT 

applications. Thus 5G-IoT has emerged which reduces physical space 

requirements and improves unit cost-effectiveness. UCOT is committed to 

building a globally leading 5G ecosystem to achieve win-win situations for the 

world.  
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5.0 Profit Model 

5.1 Traceability Service 

Initial Consultation 

UCOT’s solutions and programs are tailored for each clients’ needs. UCOT will provide 

initial consultation and assistance for enterprise customers with deploying their solutions. 

UCOT also offers custom-tailored after-sales services including providing traceability big 

data reports; technical support; application and system upgrades. 

 

Hardware and assembly line devices are customised according to the needs of the enterprise 

client. IoT equipment can be provided through rental or sale. 

UCOT also provides services regarding the upkeep of the blockchain which the basis of the 

traceability management systems and apps is as well as smart tags such as NFC. 

 

 

Figure 21 – Traceability Service 
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5.2 Open Exchange Platform and Ecosystem Building 

UCOT’s platform includes inter-enterprise information exchange which allows resource 

integration and mutually beneficial collaborations and interactions between multiple parties. 

Additionally, UCOT provides BAAS and BTaaS services to help more enterprises gain access 

to this ecosystem quickly, with its additional benefits of low-cost promotional strategy and 

UCOT’s own blockchain technology designed for this purpose.  

Continual use of the platform especially from members with larger influence will attract other 

enterprise clients (suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, retailers, government departments, 

environmental protection departments, the quality inspection department, etc.) to join this 

ecosystem.  

 

Figure 22  – UCOT Ecosystem 
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6.0 Core Team 

6.1 Ultimo Digital Technologies 

UCOT’s ecosystem is developed by Ultimo Digital Technologies (UDT) team, who is 

dedicated to building and developing a Blockchain-enabled smart IoT ecosystem. The 

development of UCOT integrates next-generation telecommunication technologies with smart 

Internet-of-Things (IoT) platform powered by state-of-the-art Blockchain technologies. 

Besides deploying UCOT to facilitate and optimize industrial supply chain between business 

and customers, UDT also helps enterprise clients to develop customized business solutions  

The core member of UDT team are all recognized leaders in IoT and security research, with a 

large number of related publications in top international conferences and journals. The project 

leader, Professor Ren Ping Liu, has extensive experience in delivering industry solutions. 

6.2 UCOT  

Established in 2017, UCOT Australia is a global company leading the Industry 5.0 revolution, 

using blockchain and IoT technology. Committed to helping brand enterprises complete 

industrial interconnection and transformation and upgrading, they have developed an 

enterprise-level platform based on the integration of next-generation information technology 

and real economy such as blockchain, Internet of Things, and big data. UCOT’s solutions 

address issues concerning anti-counterfeiting, intelligent agriculture, and food traceability, 

pharmaceutical tracking, wine identification, asset tracking, cold chain logistics and many 

more.  

 

UCOT’s patented blockchain + IoT integrated ecosystem, combined with the parallel multi-

service chain structure to achieve unlimited expansion, will establish a trust channel and 

cooperation between all parties in the supply chain ecosystem by forming a highly efficient, 

safe, low cost and easy-to-manage system. Landing products include UTracer; enterprise 

traceability management system, UTMS; smart transmitter, UTracker; document manager 

UPhoto and smart document certification, UCerti. 

 

With blockchain technology, UCOT’s solutions, including both hardware and software 

systems, disrupt industry standards and addresses problems concerning intellectual property 

and brand protection by combating counterfeiting; big data, and smart tracking and tracing. 

With blockchain technology, UCOT’s solutions, including both hardware and software 

systems, disrupt industry standards and addresses problems concerning intellectual property 

and brand protection by combating counterfeiting; big data, and smart tracking and tracing.  

 

With their innovative solutions which implement industrial Internet innovation development 

strategy, UCOT will revolutionise current global industry standards and redefine expectations 

and benchmarks. 
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Figure 23 – UCOT's Industry Recognition 

Since its founding, UCOT has won numerous awards. It has also been continuously received 

by multiple media outlets worldwide: 

• China: CCTV, Sina, Tencent, NetEast and Sohu 

• Australia: ABC, The Australian, Australian Financial Review, Packaging News 

Inside Canberra, Canberra Times, The Australian Business Review and Another 

World 

• International: Bitcoinist, SKY NEWS, CCN, IoT HUB and Block Asia. 
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6.3 Core Team Members 

VICTOR JIANG 
  

Executive Chairman, Australian General Chamber of Commerce in Jiangsu. Director of the 

Sydney Blockchain Centre. Member of Sino-Australia Blockchain Association. Guests of 
Chongqing Zhibo Fair Blockchain Special guests of the Shanghai Expo.One of Nanjing’s 

blockchain experts 

Bob Liu 
  

Bob is the founder of Centralchain Capital, investor in cryptocurrency wallet, mining and other 

exciting projects. As an expert in blockchain technology and ecosystem, his extensive investment 

experience and industry insights are supported by strong backgrounds in marketing and finance. 

Matt N. 

Matt is an experienced software developer with many years of experience in analyzing, 

designing, and developing mobile and online applications, using a wide range of digital 

features such as Android platform, Java, and J2EE. Has successfully created numerous world-

class, high-performance and high-quality applications in time and budget with superior results. 

He can solve many difficult problems in the business society with rich experience and provide 

customers with the best blockchain solution, which is well received by customers from 

multiple industries. 

 

Nicholas K 

Nick is a key member of the UCOT software development team. He holds a bachelor's degree 

in computer science from the University of Technology Sydney, majoring in network 

interconnection and applications. In addition, he also gained work experience at Germany's 

top computer science university at the Technical University of Munich. Nick is passionate 

about using cutting-edge technology and is an expert in Blockchain, Cloud and React Native. 

Using these technologies, his goal is to make future applications the industry leader. 

At present, the company's most popular blockchain camera-UPhoto is developed under the 

team led by Nick. At present, the project has been recognized by governments, enterprises 

and other parties, and many new functions will be added in the future. It is expected to be a 

heated topic and product wave in the blockchain industry. 
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6.4 UCOT’s Advisory Team 

Ken Cao  

Aying Capital Executive Partner, participating in the A$100 million high-tech fund, is the 

director of China's top 500 companies in Australia, the chief consultant of China's top ten law 

firms in Australia, the former investment director of the Australian government, and the 

former Australian representative of the Chinese business organisation. Established the 

Australian China (General) Chamber of Commerce and served as the Secretary-General for 

three years. He was the lead author of the official Australian Market Report of the Year and 

won the Australian Federal Ministry of Industry Investment and Financing Excellence Award. 

He graduated from Macquarie Management School in Australia with a master's degree. Inter-

investment mergers and acquisitions, Australia-China trade, listed in Australia, blockchain 

and venture capital have rich practical experience. He has participated in the planning of 

Australia's Blockchain Group's predecessor Bitcoin Group (BCG) listed in Australia. 

 

John Baird | Chief Executive Officer 

Master of Computer Forensics, Post Grad Dip. Computing, BSc in Computing at Macquarie 

University. CEO at Revio Cyber Security, Former Vice President of Credit Suisse, Former 

CTO of Deutsche Bank, CSIRO Scientist, renown cybersecurity expert, Panel Chairmen of 

NSW Government ICT Industry Advisory panel. Studied network architecture, corporate 

information security and blockchain applications. 

 

Phil Cvetovac 

CEO of Pharma Science Australia, proficient in most areas of business, including marketing, 

growth strategy, branding, law, commercial mergers and acquisitions and restructuring. 

 

Zeyu Sun 

Co-founder of Kushen Wallet; Academic Member of Peking University Financial Technology 

Innovation Lab; Professional Digital Currency Trader; Well-known blockchain investor; 

British Guardian interviewed China's 90th Bitcoin first person; twice accepted CCTV2 on 

Bitcoin Interview. 

 

Douglas Wang 

Founder of Geek Capital, inventor of blockchain robots. Technical geeks, community 

operations experts. He has served as director of IBM, Motorola, Hewlett-Packard and Silicon 

Valley high-tech companies for more than ten years. He settled in Canada in 2013 and teaches 

Internet technology and digital currency in Canada. There are a large number of users and 

students in many countries and regions around the world. In 2015, I developed a chat bot in 

Silicon Valley. In 2016, he participated in the operation of high-end entrepreneurial 

communities in China, with more than 1.52 million members, helping domestic companies 

complete Internet+ upgrades. In 2017, he participated in the investment of multiple digital 

currency projects such as SWFTC, Genaro, MDT, ITC, and PRO. 
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6.5 Research Partners 

 

 

6.6 Business alliances 

 

 

 

6.7 Investors  
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7.0 Organisation and Governance 

7.1 Foundation 

Fruitful Success Limited referred as "The Foundation", is the advocacy and governing body 

of UCOT ecosystem. 

The Foundation's mission is to assist its members in being prepared to meet the challenge of a 

whole new era of “Ultimate Supply of Every Chain, Smart Internet of Everything". To 

achieve this mission, The Foundation is committed to researching, developing and organising 

resources to build a next generation, globally accessible, easy-to-use and trustworthy Smart 

Digital Chain-of-things ecosystem, which allows the businesses to optimise their supply chain 

management and smarter IoT use through Decentralised Applications (DApps). 

The Foundation's Vision is that more and more enterprises will leverage Blockchain 

technologies to realise asset digitisation and re-model the value transfer and exchange process 

in the supply chain and IoT ultimately. 

In this process, the Foundation has authorised Ultimo Digital Technologies (UDT)’s 

development and will promote and support the implementation of UCOT infrastructure 

including platform, applications and frameworks and provide governance, transparency, and 

promotion and advocacy work. 

 

7.2 Structure 

The Structure of The Foundation is as below: 

 

Figure 24 – Structure of the Foundation 
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7.3 Resources 

The Foundation's income comes from the following sources: 

• Income from personal or institutional donations, etc 

• Token exchange plan investments from organisations 

• Asset management income from investing and managing digital asset portfolio 

• Loans and investments from founders 

7.4 Future Plans 

• UCOT has reached a total of six products based on blockchain and project incubation, 

which has exceeded initial expectations. 

• UCT is a functional token for UCOT. It is mainly used to optimise communication 

and exchanges within the ecosystem. UCOT’s blockchain optimises supply chain 

management and enhances current IoT systems. 

• Within the next 12 months, the Foundation will increase cooperation with more 

investment institutions and start commercialising products. To stablish strong business 

alliances, the Foundation will grow and will gradually release a technical team and 

foundations for a PoS ownership system. The commercial alliance’s tokens will be put 

on the market, making it convenient for potential partners or large customers to invest. 

By then, UCT’s market circulation rate will be greatly improved with continuously 

expanding influence, and a fully decentralised ecological model will be created. The 

UCOT’s alliance chain will gradually become a public chain. When a certain number 

of customers or businesses is reached, the chain will become public. At present, the 

development of the chain is close to completion. 
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8.0 Roadmap  

August 2017   Project Launched, Co-Founder team formed 

November 2017  Completed the formation of the company's core team; the company 

officially began operations  

November 2017 Website opening: ucot.world/ 

May 2018    Prototype completed, Version 1.0 online 

July 2018   Business solutions for company 

August 2018  Industrial solution integration 

December 2018 Blockchain IoT Fisheries Project Launched; IEEE World 

Communications Conference publishes 2 research papers 

January 2019 Blockchain IoT Cold Chain Project Launched; Published SCI Paper on 

Blockchain 

February 2019  Reached a strategic cooperation with the Central Enterprise COFCO 

Nutrition and Health Research Institute; the Beijing branch was 

completed. 

March 2019  UTracer app available on Apple’s App Store 

April 2019 Promoted the development of Chinese market with contacts from key 

cities such as Nanjing and Wuzhen; patent applications 

May 2019 UTracker (UCOT’s IoT device) released; contract signed by collapsible 

container company, CEC; began cooperation with China Unicom and 

China Mobile 

June 2019 Contact with Jinan government in China; began cooperation with China 

Electronics Society; began talks about cooperation with Korea 

International Development Department; began blockchain + IoT 

certification project; UCerti released;  began IoT management platform 

project  

July 2019 Nanjing branch completed; rapid business development in Nanjing; 

released UTMS for testing; began blockchain  + IoT quality control 

project  

August 2019 Began blockchain + IoT logistic project; UPhoto beta release; UTracer 

software updates 

September 2019 Collaboration with Chinese and Australian universities for UCerti 

October 2019 Collaboration with China’s regional governments to build an 

experimental base for a smart property internet chain to build smart 

cities; release the Australian shipping version of Didi 

December 2019 Create new custom blockchain industry standards; organise first joint 

form for global smart internet industry chains  

  

https://ucot.world/
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9.0 Contact Information 

For more information, please contact: info@uct.foundation 

 

  

mailto:info@ucot.world
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